Disclaimer of Liability

This exhibit does not purport to show the grant boundaries accurately. Therefore, while it may be helpful for general grant administration purposes, the true boundaries may not be those depicted. This exhibit does not replace the grant description contained in the California State legislative grant statutes. It does not reflect court decisions, title settlements, boundary line agreements and other such information. The user assumes all risk of use. The California State Lands Commission makes no warranty as to the accuracy nor assumes any liability for other uses.
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NOTE:

Drawings, diagrams and, communications shown in this exhibit represent the "proposed grant boundary" system. Erosion, change above life and soil movements and other natural occurrences are designated on such an exhibit.

The black line This line is constructed of an elevation of 3,500 feet above Sea Level (EEU) which upon a datum of 28.720 feet is an elevation of 3,786 feet.
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